CALIFORNIA NEWSREEL'S SOUTHERN AFRICA MEDIA CENTER
In recognition of the historic changes now sweeping South Africa, California Newsreel
has established a Southern Africa Media Center. We think you will find this library to be
the most current and co'm prehensive resource for activists and educators concerned
with increasing public understanding of the African liberation struggle . As soon as :iiew
audio visual material becomes available we will continue to acquire it for your use.
Each of these films has been acquired to meet a specific need. For example, LAST
GRAVE AT DIMBAZA remains the most moving and comprehensive introduction for
the general audience to the horrors of the apartheid system. THERE IS NO CRISIS
provides an intimate insight into the Black Consciousness Movement at a crucial
moment in its history. The most recent developments in Southern Africa are placed in
an historic framework by the just completed film SOUTH AFRICA: THE RISING TIDE.
The !lHde-tape BANKING ON SOUTH AFRICA was especially designed so that
audiences , largely unfamiliar with the situation there, could evaluate their bank or
pension fund's investment policy. BEHIND THE LINES shows the new society which
the liberation movements are shaping even before independence. On the other hand,
ANGOLA: THE PEOPLE HA VE CHOSEN is useful for understanding the problems of
social reconstruction which must be faced after liberation. ,

SOUTH AFRICA: THE RISING TIDE

16mm color/44 minutes/1977
Produced and directed by Boubakar Adjali
Since June 1976 South Africa has erupted in a new outpouring of revolt .
SOUTH AFRICA: THE RISING TIDE is the most recent film to come out of the turmoil
of South Africa. Just completed in October, 1977 this film uses rare historical footage to
trace the source of today's events to their colonial roots, emphasizing the persistent
black resistance to each new white incursion, from the formation of the African National
Congress, to the Sharpeville massacre of 1960, culminating in the explosive uprisings of
the past year.
' 'SOUTH AFRICA: THE RISING RIDE contains some of the most truly remarkable
footage I have seen on the repressive South African system . .. ''
Robert Van Lierop, filmmaker A LUTA
CONTINUA

SOUTH AFRICA: THE RISING TIDE shows that the liberation struggles of Zimbabwe,
Namibia and South Africa are linked, and are indeed the key to the future of all Africa. It
includes commentary by the late Steve Biko - founder of the South African Student
Association (SASA), Sam Nujoma of the South West African Peoples Organization
(SW APO) and Joshua Nkomo of Zimbabwe's Patriotic Front.
Bankrolled by multinational corporations and the western powers, the South African
regime knows it is fighting for its survival. In the film Prime Minister Vorster declares
that, "We see the defense perimeter of South Africa to be the equator." The film
documents South Africa's military buildup, including its invasion of Angola and aid to
Rhodesia.
Militarism pervades all aspects of white South African life:
• Housewives carry guns while they go off to shop in Johannesburg's glittering
shopping centers.
• Militaristic parades and ceremonies, fearfully reminiscent of Nazi Germany,
commemorate past colonial victories over the blacks.
• Gun stores are swamped and little children practice their aim against black African
targets .
But as the events of the film make clear, the rising tide of black independence cannot
and will not be stopped.
''Out of the horror of apartheid comes an inspirational statement. ''
Prexy Nesbitt, National Co-ordinator of
Stop Banking on South Africa

THERE IS NO CRISIS
16mm color/ 30 minutes/ 1976
Produced by Thames Television
'' There is no crisis here, ' ' the South African Minister of Justice assured the world press
during the 1976 black protests. This extraordinary film contains exclusive documentary
footage of the Soweto uprisings and the murderous police response, as well as
clandestine interviews with the young black leaders of the civil rights movement there .
It shows that the upsurge of black opposition to apartheid is in fact challenging the
foundations of the South African regime .
In the summer of 1976 black students marched in Soweto, the sprawling township which
houses Johannesburg's black population. They were protesting a new requirement that
the Afrikaans language be taught in their schools. More generally, they were objecting
to an educational system which spends $15 a year for every black child and $300 for each
white . The camera records how these non-violent demonstrations were met by massive
police terrorism; over 200 blacks were killed. The parents of the children responded to a
call to stay home from work in protest, and for several days Johannesburg was brought
to a standstill.

During this crisis, the filmmakers were able to interview some of the young black
leaders of this movement: a high school student, an official of the YWCA, an officer in
the black university students association. The evening after the interview the high
school student had to flee the country with a price on his head and within days the two
other leaders were arrested . This film provides a unique insight into the black liberation
movement in South Africa at the precise moment when that movement was gaining a
new sense of its potential strength and its historical tasks.

LAST GRAVE AT DIMBAZA
16mm color/ 55 minutes/ 1975
Directed by Nana Mahomo
An unmatched investigation of the devastating human costs of the apartheid system in
South Africa .
• While African women nurture and care for white children they must send their own
babies off to live - or starve - in the desolate Bantustans.
• Black men after working all day come home to squalid barracks in the townships,
their families hundreds of miles away in the Bantustans.
• No black man may learn a skilled trade ; the high-paying jobs are reserved by law for
whites only. The South African Minister of Labor has said: '' The black man is in this
country only to sell his labor. ' '
The white population of South Africa has the highest standard of living in the world ;
that of the African population is among the lowest. 80 % of the black population has
been herded onto the Bantustans - only 13 % of the land, and some of the worst land at
that, without minerals, hardly arable, unable to support its population.Already in towns
like Dimbaza, the graves of the children who have died of malnutrition before the age of
five outnumber the living.

LAST GRAVE AT DIMBAZA was shot illegally by whites in the cities and by blacks in
the Bantustans. It was smuggled out of the country and edited in Europe by South
African filmmaker Nana Mahomo.
" Black workers must not be burdened by superfluous appendages such as women and
children. ''
Bantu Affairs Minister Botha, from

LAST GRAVE AT DIMBAZA

"A powerful film which details the government's systematic attempts to wipe out black
family life, retaining only those essential for a cheap labor force. Cheap is the wrong
word. It is a slave labor force. ''

Judy Stone,
SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE

ANGOLA: THE PEOPLE HAVE CHOSEN
16mm color/50 minutes
Directed by Herbert Risz
This was the first film to come out of Angola after the former Portuguese colony won its
freedom in late 1975. It remains one of the few resources available for studying the
problems and prospects of nation-building in that country.
At the time the film was shot, thousands of Portuguese settlers were fleeing Angola
leaving the economy in chaos. Rival political parties, the FNLA and UNIT A chaTienged
the authority of the central government of the MPLA in large areas of the country.
Even at this early stage, the film is able to show that the key to the MPLA's success was
not Cuban military aid, as the press often alleged. Rather, the MPLA was the only
group in Angola with a program which could mobilize the broad, popular involvement
that the tasks of independence required.
We follow militia units organizing military and economic stability in the countryside,
urging the villagers to produce and resist. We watch Angolans of Portuguese descent
fighting and organizing side-by-side with black Africans. The film depicts the efforts of
the MPLA to build a coalition of all tribes and races in Angola.
Certain images stand out: MPLA soldiers patiently harvesting crops abandoned by the
Portuguese ; the people of a Luanda shanty town and their elected representatives
engaging in a spirited and candid discussion at one of the assemblies of popular power
- an authentic experience of grassroots democracy.
"The spotlight of the world is on Angola at the present time. But mostly all we get is
words expressing causes and foreign policy. This strikingly photographed film offers a
vivid first-hand glimpse of what the country looks like and how the people live. ' '
SAN FRANCISCO SUN REPORTER

BANKING ON SOUTH AFRICA

carousel slide-cassette tape/17 minutes/1977
Produced by the Packard Manse Media Project
Have you ever wondered what you would do if your bank was using your money in a way
you thought was wrong? Today American banks are using the deposits of each of us to
make loans to the racist government of South Africa.
Banks and corporations claim their investments will help soften the apartheid system.
But this slide show suggests that U.S . business has in fact been profiting from apartheid .
Loans have been used to develop an independent nuclear capability in South Africa and
have bankrolled an immense repressive police apparatus. The only guarantee of a
return on these corporate investments is the smooth and stable operation of the low
wage, forced labor policies of the apartheid system.
Church groups, labor unions - indeed anyone with a checking or savings account-will
want to use this slide show to find out how their money is being used. The slide show
suggests ways - from consumer boycotts to congressional regulation - to put pressure
on banks to stop "banking on apartheid."

MASSACRE AT NYAZONIA

16mm color/28 minutes/1977
Produced by the Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU)
Each month thousands of people flee white supremacist Rhodesia to refugee camps
established by the resistance forces with U.N. support in the neighboring 'front line'
states. Here they hope to form a nucleus for a new, democratic, self-reliant
Zimbabwean society. And it is here that the Ian Smith regime directs its most severe
attacks.
This film documents the results of one such attack. In July, 1976 Rhodesian troops,
disguised as Frelimo soldiers, crossed into Mozambique and penetrated a large,
defenseless refugee camp at Nyazonia. Although no arms were in the camp, the troops
killed over 300 refugees, wounded hundreds more and burned homes, food and medical
supplies .
Because this film was made soon after the attack under most difficult circumstances,
color and sound quality are not up to commercial standards.

BEHIND THE LINES
16mm color/ 32 minutes/1971
Directed by Margaret Dickenson
This excellent television documentary, filmed before independence, shows the new
society which Frelimo, the present governing party of Mozambique, was developing
'' behind the lines '' of the liberation struggle . This film focuses on the role of education
in Frelimo's program for a self-reliant society prepared to shape its own future.
A Frelimo teacher explains : '' ... Before the war of liberation , none of these children
would have gone to school. Now they receive free primary education ... practical skills
are as important as basic literacy and a grasp of Portuguese, still our national language.
Each school has a plot of land, where children grow their own food, while learning new
agricultural methods . The children are not being taught to fit into a society, but to
create one. The schools are not merely evidence of the success of Frelimo's 'village
revolution, ' but integral to its continuance ... liberation is not just shooting your
enemy, it is learning how to govern for yourself.' '
Today in these same forests , under similar circumstances the Zimbabwe freedom
fighters are establishing training bases for a new society. Perhaps for this reason the
film has been especially popular among Zimbabweans in the United States for
explaining the aims of their movement .

NAMIBIA: A CASE STUDY IN COLONIALISM
16mm color/18 minutes/1975
Produced by the United Nations
A concise history of how in one African country successive European colonial regimes
have destroyed traditional society and replaced it with social forms which relegate the
indigenous people to marginal existences in their own land.
The film opens in 1885 when Germany, a late entry in the race of African colonies ,
seized Namibia, Qne of the few pieces of Africa to have escaped European control.
German ranchers launched a genocidal war against native hunters and herdsmen ,
reducing some tribes by 90 % . A rigorous apartheid society was then constructed.
After Germany ' s defeat in World War I, the League of Nations transferred Namibia to a
British mandate, which in tum passed to South Africa . Although the United Nations has
repeatedly denounced South African occupation as illegal, western governments and
multinational corporations continue to support the white supremacist regime .
Fish, uranium and diamond reserves , together with a large supply of cheap contract
labor, has made Namibia a focus of activity for such multinationals as AMAX and Del
Monte.
In 1966 after years of peaceful protest and U.N. resolutions denouncing South African

occupation, SW APO, the South West African People's Organization, began an armed
struggle for independence. Sam Nujomo, in an interview in the film , makes clear that
SW APO will not be content with a neocolonial solution. The struggle will cease only
when Namibia is returned to its people.

photographs by Robert Kramer and Liberation News Service, from ' 'With Freedom in Their
Eyes ," a photo essay of Angola, available through Peoples Press, P .O. Box 40130, San Francisco,
Ca. 94110.
Gonna Rise Again Graphics

FOR JANUARY, 1978 BOOKING . . .
THE MULTINATIONAL CORPORATION
16mm color/California Newsreel/45 minutes
A hard look at the operations and effects of multinational corporations around the world.
'' We 're in business to make money. We grow and sell bananas if they make a profit . . .
We 're not in business primarily to satisfy society if that 's going to cause us to lose
money."
The Chairman of Castle and Cooke in
THE MULTINATIONAL CORPORATION
''This film will be a strong tool in the hands of those of us who wish to curb the power of
the multinationals. ' '
Congressman Ronald V. Dellums

Newsreel has over 100 films on a variety of social change topics. Please write to us and
we will send you a catalog without charge.

HOW TO BOOK NEWSREEL FILMS
BOOK well in advance , by telephone when possible . These films are in constant demand. Try to
have alternative dates available.
NEWSREEL wants everyone to be able to use these films. Therefore we have a flexible rental
policy based on ability to pay .
CHURCH , LABOR AND COMMUNITY GROUPS may book films on a donation basis .
HIGH SCHOOLS may request a 50% discount . Further reductions are available to individual
teachers without film budgets .
COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES and FUNDED AGENCIES are subject to the following prices . Please
note that prices have been REDUCED since publication of our 1976catalog.
SOUTH AFRICA : THE RISING TIDE
THERE IS NO CRISIS
LAST GRAVE AT DIMBAZA
BANKING ON SOUTH AFRICA
MASSACRE AT NYAZONIA
ANGOLA : THE PEOPLE HAVE CHOSEN
BEHIND THE LINES
NAMIBIA : A CASE STUDY IN NEOCOLONIALISM

In all cases shipping costs are extra .
CALIFORNIA NEWSREEL
SOUTHERN AFRICA MEDIA CENTER
630 NATOMA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 621-6196
California Newsreel is a non-profit, tax-exempt public charitable trust.
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